
Structure of the night

6.00pm-6.05pm Mr A. Keefe – Introduction and aims of the evening

6.05pm-6.20pm Mr A. Keefe – Study skills

6.20pm-6.35pm Mrs L. Fielden – The importance of parental support 
(including dealing with stress/anxiety)

6.35pm-6.45pm Mrs J. Larkin - Revision timetables/mock 
examinations/important dates

6.45pm-7.00pm Miss A. Smith, Ms S. Hussain & Mrs R. 
O’Doherty - English and maths focus

7.00pm-7.15pm 
(optional)

The opportunity for parents to discuss any issues 
with staff (refreshments available)



Study skills – Mr A. Keefe
Assistant Headteacher



Three truths

• Students who know more, do better in exams

• Students who revise, know more than those 
who don’t.

• Students who know how to revise, do it more 
effectively



And some lies ...

• It’s too early to start yet

• It’s too late to start now

• No-one else has started revising

• You can’t revise for ….

• You don’t need to do well in …….

• Revision is boring. It’s just staring at a book

• I can revise and listen to music/watch the TV

• All you can do is your best



Is it their family? 
Is it natural talent? 

Is it where they live? 
Is it fearlessness? 

Is it luck?
Is it the equipment they use? 
Is it lots and lots of practice? 

Is it persistence and learning from mistakes?

Q: What makes someone   
SUCCESSFUL?



Mind-set



“I’m not good at 
that.  

I will never be good 
at it”

FIXED MIND-SET

“I struggle with 
that at the moment 

but I’m going to 
get better”

GROWTH MIND-SET

Avoid challenges Enjoy challenges

Resilient when faced with problemsGive up easily

See effort as a waste of time See effort as part of the path to 
success



FIXED MIND-SET GROWTH MIND-SET

Walt Disney

• First business failed.  He ended up eating 
dog food because he was so poor

• Was told Micky Mouse would never be 
successful because it would “scare 
women”

• Was told that the three little pigs would 
be a failure because it needed more 
characters

• Saw the setbacks as challenges and 
opportunities to prove himself



FIXED MIND-SET GROWTH MIND-SET

Stephen Hawking

• Told that he had 2 years to live when he was 
in his early 20’s

• Became restricted to a wheelchair and lost 
the ability to speak or move

• Began using a new system to communicate 
and write books

• His book, A Brief History of Time, has sold 
over 10 million copies

• Kept going and believed in himself and 
his own abilities



FIXED MIND-SET GROWTH MIND-SET

J K Rowling

• Suffered from depression after a failed 
marriage and lived on benefits.

• Wrote in cafes whenever she could get her 
infant daughter off to sleep.

• 12 publishers rejected her first book: ‘Harry 
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone’

• Became the world’s first billionaire author and 
wrote the best-selling book series in history.

• Overcame a number of obstacles and 
setbacks – never stopped believing she 
could succeed.



• Do you see mistakes as failures, 
as proof that the task is too hard 
for you?

Fixed mind-set
Is this you?



Fixed mind-set

• Do you give up when you’re told how 
you could make your answers 
better? 



Fixed mind-set

• If something is too hard do you hand 
in blank answers or copy from 
friends?



Growth mind-set

• Do you share your answers with the 
class even if you may have got some 
bits wrong? 



Growth mind-set

• Do you see mistakes in your 
answers as an opportunity to 
learn?



Growth mind-set

• Do you ask really good questions 
and challenge others?



Growth mind-set

• Do you enjoy practicing as a way to 
improve? 



Revision/study tips



Tip 1: Spaced practice – no 
cramming!!

• Spend some time each day on rote learning.

• Take breaks – consolidate your learning.



How long?



How often?



How often?



Tip 2: Make yourself think –
do something with the 

information!

• Break the information down into manageable 
chunks

• Reduce everything you know on a topic to 500 
words, then to 200, then to 50, then to 10.

It’s no co-incidence that the BBC revision website is called

“Bitesize” !



Highlighting key 

information
Students should:

• Do something with 
their revision material 
other than just 
reading it

• Highlight key points 
that they can re-read

• Use colours and 
create a set of notes 
to make revision 
more focused



Creating notes

• Create 
revision 
cards/posters

• Interleaving 
between 
topics in a 
subject



Being Imaginative

Build a REVISION WALL ??!!



Charts and diagrams

• Make flow charts, diagrams, graphs, drawings 
as well as notes.



Use Spider Diagrams

Easy to read

Colour

And for emphasis use….

Size to show 

importance

Size
Size

Size

Shape

Shape Shape

Shape

Use notes to make connections



Mind mapping



Key tip 3: Exam practice

• Do exam questions from past papers as 
directed by your teacher.



Key tip 4 - Using 
Technology for Revision



Key tip 5: Retrieval practice 

• Recall what you know and practice writing it 
down.

• At the end of each day/revision session, write 
everything you have learned in very quick 
bullet points. Read them first thing in the 
morning.



Use different memory techniques to  remember 
key words/lists

Mnemonics:

30 days has September, April, June and 
November…

Mnemonic: 
n. A device, such as a formula or rhyme, used as an aid in 
remembering.

Key tip 6: Remembering lists



Your turn





• You now have 2 minutes to remember and 
write down as many words as you can.

• Swap your paper with your neighbour.
• Tick off any that you have got right.

How many did you get?
Which words did you remember, why?

Did you use any particular techniques to 
remember the words?





Key tip 7: Study areas



The learning environment

• The place

• The time

• The calm

• Food and drink

• Built in rest time

• Physical activity





How can you support your 
child?

Mrs L. Fielden

Headteacher





Can you make a difference?

“Parental support is 8 times more important in determining a child’s 
academic success than social class.”

TES

“Parents have the greatest influence on the achievement of young people 
through supporting their learning in the home (parental engagement) 
rather than supporting activities in the school (parental involvement). It is 
their support of learning in the home environment that makes the 
maximum difference to achievement.”

Professor Alma Harris and Dr Janet Goodall





What is ‘stress’?

Stress is anything that 
places a demand on us 
physically, mentally, or 

emotionally. It makes us 
change the normal way 

we live.

Most of us think of 
stress as a crisis, but 
not all stress is bad.





What is your child's balance
of stress like?

Positive stress (eustress)
→ good performance

v
Negative stress (distress)
→poor performance/burnout



Signs of a 

Stressed-out Teenager

• Anger

• Excessive Worries

• Depression

• Mood swings

• Anxiety

• Forgetfulness

• Tiredness

• Poor concentration

• Profuse sweating

• Lack of interest in studies despite efforts made

• Changes in sleep or eating patterns



Watch Out!

—

Your Child’s

Greatest 

Stressors

1. Unrealistic or 
unreasonable 
expectations

2. Excessive competition

3. Low self esteem & self 
worth

4. Nagging, belittling, 
comparing 

5. Last minute preparation

6. Lack of trust and 
friendship

7. Conflict

8. Life change



Stress 

reducers

/valves

1.   Positive Attitude

2.   Rest & Recreation

a.  Sleep

b.  Breaks

c.  Exercise (fresh air/sun)

3.    Good nutritional habits

a.   Wholemeal rice/bread

b.   No sugar/caffeine

c.    8 glasses of water daily

d.    Fruits & vegetables



Stress 

reducers

/valves

4. Autonomy & Space

5. Support and guidance/ 
problem solving

6. Affirmation & Praise 

7. Empathic Listener

8. Unconditional love & regard

9. Rewards not sanctions



How to Revise…

Think of a ‘session’ as a third of a day - it could be 3 to 4
hours long

Many people find it helpful to revise for 2 out of the 3 sessions 
per day

Here is a possible pattern:

Revise

Revise

Revise

Revise

Revise Revise

Free

Free

Free

MORNING

AFTERNOON

EVENING

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3



Revision Timetable

Time: Time: Time: Time:

Monday Subject:

Topic:

Subject:

Topic:

Subject:

Topic:

Subject:

Topic:

• Make sure you note the topics and even pages of 
the revision guide if you can

• Each block could be 30 mins-1 hour

• Try using a range of revision techniques to help 

• Make sure your revision is active!



What kind of person are you?

Some students are early birds.

They will definitely want to use the morning 
session

Late risers will avoid mornings like the 
plague!  They will work well later in the 
day

Night owls will do their best revision in the 
evenings

How to Revise…



Day Revision

Thursday 11th May Biology revision cards – 1 hour

French  paper/vocabulary practice – 1 hour

Chemistry revision cards – 1 hour

Friday  12th May English lit revision on key quotes – 1 hour

Biology revision cards – 1 hour

French revision using vocab and materials provided – 1 hour

Saturday 13th May Biology revision cards – 1 hour

Chemistry revision cards – 1 hour

English lit revision on key quotes – 1 hour

Sunday 14th May Maths paper – 2 hours

French practice – 1 hour

Biology revision cards  – 1 hour

Chemistry revision cards – 1 hour

Monday 15th May Maths tutor – 1 hour

Biology revision cards – 1 hour

French practice – 1 hour

Tuesday 16th May

Exams

AM = French listening and 

French reading

PM = Biology Unit 1

Chemistry revision cards – 1 hour

Media revision – 1 hour

English lit quotes – 1 hour

Wednesday 17th May English Literature quotes and revision  - 1 hour

Chemistry revision cards – 1 hour

Maths paper – 1 to 2 hours

Thursday 18th May

Exam

AM = Chemistry Unit 1

Media revision – 1 hour

Physics revision cards – 1 hour

English literature revision quotes  - 1 hour



Your support with 
revision

What can you do to help?

• Ask questions

• Know their timetable

• Offer rewards and incentives

• Engage with their revision

• Show an interest



A SMALL 

TRUTH TO 

MAKE LIFE 100% 





Luck

L+U+C+K

12+21+3+11 = 47%



Hard Work

H+A+R+D+W+O+R+K

8+1+18+4+23+15+18+11 = 98%

Knowledge

K+N+O+W+L+E+D+G+E 

11+14+15+23+12+5+4+7+5 = 96%



Every problem has a solution.

To go to the top,

to that 100%, 

what we really need to do to 

go that bit further is consider 

our…



ATTITUDE

A+T+T+I+T+U+D+E 

1+20+20+9+20+21+4+5 = 100%

It is our ATTITUDE towards life 

and work that gets us to

100%



Pastoral support

J. Larkin

KS4 Progress and Welfare Manager



Who from?
• Form teacher
• Mrs Larkin – Head of Year
• Miss Cassin – Learning Mentor
• Mrs Burns – Careers
• Mrs Lancaster & Mrs Webber – Exams Officers
• Subject teacher
• Any member of staff you feel comfortable 

speaking to



• The pace – fast – 23 school weeks until 
GCSEs start……we are already at the end of 
week 7

• Busy – lots going on – academically, socially, 
emotionally

• Making decisions/choices – Sixth Form, 
College, Apprenticeships, Subject Choices



• Being organised
• Being positive – keeping a positive ‘can do’ 

mind-set
• Keeping calm
• Taking care of yourself – eating, sleeping, 

exercising, socialising & relaxing
• Asking for help if you need it



MON TUE WED THU FRI

Lunchtime Physics Chemistry Biology

After 
school

Physics
History

Maths
Computer

Science

English
History
Spanish

Geography
Chemistry

(before Mocks then 
after Feb Half Term)

Biology
(after Christmas)

• Maths Help sessions are available every lunchtime.
• Spanish is available by arrangement most lunchtimes.
• Geography is available any lunchtime by appointment.



DATE KEY EVENT

Mock exams Mon 25th – Fri 29th Nov 2019

Trackers on Insight
Tracker 1 – 11.10.19
Tracker 2 – 13.12.19
Tracker 3 – 13.03.20

Y11 Parents’ Evening Wed 15th Jan 2020

Study Skills Day Tue 3rd March 2020

GCSE Exams start Mon 11th May 2020

Stand down Fri 22nd May 2020

GCSE Exams end Fri 12th June 2020

Prom Thu 18th June 2020



English Guidance

Miss A. Smith & Ms S. Hussain

Teachers of English



English Language and 
Literature GCSEs (AQA)

A Parent’s Guide To:



Getting Organised:

English Language English Literature

Paper 1:
Section A: One Literature Fiction Text

Section B: Descriptive or Narrative 
Writing

Paper 1:
Section A: Shakespeare: Macbeth

Section B: 19th Century Novel: A 
Christmas Carol

Paper 2:
Section A: One Non-Fiction and One 
Literary Non-Fiction text

Section B: Writing to Present a 
Viewpoint

Paper 2:
Section A: Modern Drama: An Inspector 
Calls

Section B: Poetry Anthology: Power and 
Conflict

Section C: Unseen Poetry

Spoken Language Endorsement: Marked by Teacher (Pass, Merit, Distinction)
This should be complete for most students

Students should have space in their folders for each of the following sections:



Which Exam? Revision Strategies:

Paper 1: Section A - Reading 
One literature fiction text

• Mind maps – linked to assessment objectives
• Annotation of literature texts – 20th and 21st century
• Complete practice questions

Paper 1 Section B – Writing
Descriptive or narrative writing

• SPaG revision and revision of language devices
• Reading a variety of quality fiction and non-fiction texts
• Complete practice essays or even doing some off-the-cuff 

creative writing

Paper 2 Section A - Reading 
One non-fiction text and one literary 
non-fiction text

• Mind maps – linked to assessment objectives
• Annotation of unseen non-fiction texts – 19th, 20th 21st

century   
• Comparative grids
• Complete practice questions
• Reading a variety of quality non-fiction texts

Paper 2 Section B – Writing
Writing to present a viewpoint

• SPaG revision and revision of persuasive devices
• Reading a variety of quality non-fiction texts

‘But I don’t know how to revise English Language…’

If organised, folders should have plenty of valuable revision resources and papers to work 
on. They are not a black hole of finished work- despite popular opinions!



Which Exam? Revision Strategies:

Paper 1 Section A-
Shakespeare – Macbeth

• Flash cards
• Mind maps – linked to assessment objectives
• Character profiles
• Complete practice essays

Paper 1 Section B -
The 19th century novel – A Christmas 
Carol

• Flash cards
• Mind maps – linked to assessment objectives
• Character profiles
• Complete practice essays

Paper 2 Section A -
Modern drama text – An Inspector 
Calls

• Flash cards
• Mind maps – linked to assessment objectives
• Character profiles
• Complete practice essays

Paper 2 Section B -
Poetry anthology – Power and 
Conflict

• Flash cards
• Mind maps
• Comparative grids
• Complete practice essays

Paper 2 Section C-
Unseen poetry

• Mind maps – linked to assessment objectives
• Annotation of unseen poems
• Comparative grids
• Complete practice essays

‘What? We can’t have the texts in the exam with us?!’

Again, folders and own annotated copies of texts should also be useful.



As teachers, we know this is far easier said than done! 

You could:

• Help them create a revision timetable

• Check revision session days

• Check ‘Show My Homework’

• Engage with them about the literature texts 

• See if they have any revision texts they may need

• Encourage regular breaks in revision

How to support your child…



✓ Complete actitivies from CGP revision guides (available in school)

✓ Complete practice questions from AQA and CGP 

✓ Watch film adaptations 

✓ Revisit texts: recap plot (timelines), characters and key themes

✓ Create and use revision flash cards/ posters

✓ Create revision Knowledge Organisers

✓ Complete ‘Little and Often’ English Literature and Language Tasks

✓ Complete quizzes on SparkNotes and BBC Bitesize.

✓ Watch Mr Bruff on YouTube and make notes

✓ MyLearning app / Kahoot / Quizlet Quizzes

✓ An awareness of mark schemes

✓ Research context using online resources or…. your library!

✓ Attend revision sessions

✓ Ask a teacher if unsure!

Don’t forget- start revision early and allow plenty of breaks!

Other Revision Activities: 



GCSE English Literature Exams: 13th & 21st May ’20

Paper 1: (1 hour 45) – Macbeth and A Christmas Carol 

Paper 2: (2 hours 15) - An Inspector Calls / Poetry Anthology and 

Poetry Unseen. 

GCSE English Language Exams: 2nd & 5th June ’20

Paper 1: (1 hour 45) – reading and writing fiction

Paper 2: (1 hour 45) – reading and writing non-fiction

‘Saturday Schools’ : 
Literature and Language: 09/05/20 and 30/05/20

The Scary Exciting Bit!



Maths Guidance

Mrs O’Doherty

Curriculum Team Leader for Maths



Edexcel

Mathematics – June 2020



• PAPER 1

• Non calculator
• prov Tuesday 19th May

• PAPER 2

• Calculator
• prov Thursday 4th June

• PAPER 3

• Calculator
• prov Tuesday 8th June

Each paper is equally weighted  (1/3)
Each paper is out of a total of 80 marks 
Each paper lasts 1hr 30 mins

EXAMINATION INFORMATION

HIGHER – GRADES 3-9
FOUNDATION- GRADES 1 - 5



As a maths department we carry out regular, 
frequent assessments as well as formal Mock 
examinations. We have two sets of mock exams, 
one in November and one in March.

• Help staff predict estimated/target grades.

• Inform FE providers.

• Inform and allow us to enter pupils for most 
appropriate examination tier.

• Allow us to implement early intervention.

Internal Assessments



• Enrichment every Tuesday afterschool 
available to all of year 11

• Targeted extra sessions for 7+ and borderline 
pupils.

• Maths help every lunchtime.

• Access to past papers

• Holiday revision booklets

• Exam paper homework every week.

Additional Extras



• Support
• Attendance
• Transport
• Encouragement
• Equipment!
• Funds

Parental Support

FLASHCARDS £7.00
REVISION WORKBOOKS £3.50



How to revise maths
PRACTIsE

KNOW THE FORMULAE PRACTICE EVERY DAY

WORK THROUGH PAST PAPERS
FOCUS ON WEAKER TOPICS

USE ONLINE RESOURCES WITH 
INSTANT FEEDBACK!

USE REVISION 
GUIDES



• www.mathsgenie.com

• www.onmaths.com

• www.corbettmaths.com

• www.justmaths.com

• www.hegartymaths.com

• www.mathedup.co.uk

• Diagnostic questions (app)

Useful Websites

http://www.mathsgenie.com/
http://www.onmaths.com/
http://www.corbettmaths.com/
http://www.justmaths.com/
http://www.hegartymaths.com/
http://www.mathedup.co.uk/

